





A New Emotional Information Communication IT Interface
−Automatic Emotional Category Recognition based on  
Prosodic Information−
Shinya Nakajima＊， Xaing Lee＊
Abstract: This paper proposes a new emotional information communication IT interface, in which users 
can view the emotional status of one of his/her friends or families living in remote locations. The main 
technological issue described is an automatic emotional category recognition（AER）technique. Since 
extracting emotional information from visual information depends strongly on recording devices, we 
focus on using prosodic information of speech.  As pitch（f0）contour of speech has rich emotional 
information, we use f0 averages, standard deviations, dynamic rages, min/max values as the queues for 
emotional category recognition. In addition, we introduce power weighted moving average of f0
（PWMA）which can be viewed as ‘prototype pitch’ of each syllable. This paper studies 2 emotional 
category recognition methods. Method I is based on simple nearest neighbor approach where evaluation 
function computes the distance between an input feature vector and the prototype feature vector of 
each emotional category. The method II uses Fisher’s linear discriminant function and the feature vector 
space is transformed so as to minimize the intra-category variances and to maximize the inter-category 
variances. Using 48 sentence speech data（single speaker）， the method I and II were evaluated through 
the emotional category recognition experiments. By the method I, emotional recognition rate is 60% for 
close data, and 50% for open data（8 sentence speech of another speaker）．The method II improves 
drastically the recognition rate for close data（90%）but as for open data, the rate is even worse than 
the method I（40%）．This problem can be solved by introducing ‘f0 relative value’ taking account of 
dynamic range of individual speakers.
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チの概念を図 ６ に示す。 
上記のような背景から，点ピッチに相当する音節を代
表するピッチとして振幅重みづけ移動平均PWMA 





























































































テゴリ数がCであれば，d× (C-1 ) の行列である。クラス
間の共分散行列∑B は次式で表せる。
…（7）
ここでm i は感情カテゴリω iの平均ベクトル，mは全
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